PIEDMONT
15” single zone beverage center. - DBC031D1BSSPR

PRODUCT FEATURES

CovetedCold Technology
The purest level refreshment has been perfected in this refrigeration centre.
Unique technology consistently preserves your beverages at 35° Fahrenheit
/ 2° Celsius, which is the ideal temperature to serve drinks to family and
friends.

Keep In the Cool
Low E-Glass seals in the cold in a way that’s similar to a thermostat lining.
The extremely thin layers of safe and low emissivity materials used in this
unit reflect interior temperatures back inside, keeping your drinks properly
chilled and protected

Luxury, Obstruction-Free
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Ready, set, relax. This compact beverage center won’t demand too much
space and refuses to interfere with your interior surroundings. The flush fit
integrated refrigerator will blend into cabinet-flanked nooks and alcoves,
keeping your beverages as crisply cool as it looks.

SPECIFICATIONS

The zero-clearance hinge system on this unit makes for a flush fit integrated
built-in that will blend seamlessly with neighboring cabinets. Surrounding
surfaces will also be safe from bumps and nicks due to these ingeniously
designed door joints.

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience
www.silhouetteappliances.com

Dimensions
Width

38cm

14.96"

Depth

65cm

25.59"

Height

86cm

34.06"

87 litres

3.1 cu.ft.

Capacity
Volume
Can Capacity (355ml)

77

Temperature Range
Temperature

Low: 1.7 °C

High: 17.8 °C

WARRANTY
The Silhouette Professional DBC031D1BSSPR model comes with a 24month in-home warranty on parts
and labour. Installation and yearly maintenance (cleaning) of the fridge are
not covered under the
warranty.
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We can make elegance look effortless, but it is always evolving. This is why our specifications may also change along the way, so these specifications are
subject to change without notice. MSRP is Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price and may not necessarily be the price at which the product is sold.

